Minutes from November 14, 2014 Faculty Curriculum Committee meeting.

Attending:

Committee Members: Bonnie Springer (chair), Steven Jaume (Secretary), Marianne Verlinden, Josh Minor, Mike Larsen, Jeff Shockley, Douglas Friedman.

Registrar's Office: Mary Bergstrom, Franklin Czwazka, Jerry Mackeldon

Others: Lynne Ford, Kristin Linesch

Minutes from October approved.

Old Business:

Chad Galuska (Psychology) attending.

PYSC 359 proposal – structure of course explained - passed.

PYSC 413/422/423 proposals – passed.

New Business:

PYSC 321 – different course description than in catalog. Department approved simply a name change. Chad Galuska speaking. He will take back to PYSC department and clarify things. Will be on next meetings agenda.

Boshki Chikuma (Japanese Studies) attending.

JPNS change of minor proposal. Boshki Chikuma speaking. Change “Departmental special topics, tutorials, etc…” to standard college wording for similar situations (will get email of this wording). Proposal passed with changes.

Kent Gourdin (Global Logistics & Transportation) attending.

GLAT proposal – Kent Gourdin speaking. Registrar’s Office suggestions have been taken into account. Change of minor proposal being put forward, not change of concentration, which has not been approved within the school. Both change of concentration & minor proposal will be put forward at next FCC meeting.

Bryan Ganaway (Honors College) attending.

Honors Chemistry – Bryan Ganaway, Honors College. Order of Honors Chemistry is different than non-honors Chemistry, but Honors College & Chemistry Department
appear to be fine with this. This works fine with other courses that have chemistry as a prerequisite. Proposal is approved.

**Jacelyn Evans and Mark Pyles (both from Finance) attending.**


**Mitch Colgan (Geology) attending.**

Geology proposal – Mitch Colgan. Clarifications to GEOL 101/103 have been made to questions from the Registrar’s Office. Proposal passed.

**Daniel Hansen and Dave Wyman (both from Entrepreneurship) attending.**

ENTR proposal – Daniel Hansen. Clarifications of proposals made. Bryan Ganaway & Dave Wyman speaking on Honors 205. HONS version is more rigorous & more expansive. Same course description is OK.

Committee on Institutional Effectiveness will partner with FCC on program and course change forms.

Special topic/variable topic task force – Doug Friedman (FCC), Jerry Mackelodon (RO), Mary Bergstrom (RO), Marianne Verlinden (FCC).

Bonnie and Marianne look into definition of minor, concentration, etc.